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At Mandy Li Collection we are constantly striving to  provide only 
the best-in-class products and services to our clientele. Our number  
one goal is to listen to your needs and create custom furniture that  
ensure the design and functionality vision is met above and beyond  
with an astute attention to cost.

The following pages showcase a sampling of the custom fabricated  
pieces that Mandy Li Collection produces from concept to completion. 



Mandy Li Collection offers custom made pieces that are best-in-class  
when it comes to design, durability and quality craftsmanship.



Incomparable design combined with color  
creates depth to any environment.



The hospitality industry 
today holds a constant 
need for solely creating   
environments that evoke 
an inviting atmosphere 
to their visiting patrons.  

Custom fabrication of hospitality 
furniture is just one of the core  
abilities of the Mandy Li Collection. 
We take pride in the versatility 
of our designs and the durable 
construction of each piece that 
comes out of our factory. 



Our craftsmen build  
durable pieces that  
can handle the heavy  
wear-and-tear of the  
hospitality industry.



Jade Wood is our signature 
sustainable product that is  
an engineered wood which 
derives from fast growing  
trees and bamboo. It is a  
very beautiful and versatile 
product that’s cost efficient. 

Our diverse product line of 
granite, quartz and marble  
enhance the designs of our  
custom-made furniture. 

Creating a cohesive look made  
from quality materials can  

produce an elegant statement  
within your designed space. 



Simplistic or detailed, each of our  
vanities are made with quality  

design and functionality in mind.



Our keen attention to detail and the  
ability to understand the balance  
between design and functionality  
sets us apart from our competitors. 



We strive to always meet our clients vision and design intent  
in all the furniture pieces we create at Mandy Li Collection.



All of our sliding barn style 
doors are easily installed 
using our signature track 
and glide system. The slider  
hardware system can either  
be exposed or hidden with  
a matching wood valance. 
For more information ask 
your Mandy Li Collection 
Sales Representative.

We offer a variety of door styles  
to fit any of your design needs.  
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